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C: Total Sofa Length

WILL IT FIT?
You’ve found the one, but will your sofa
and home be a match made in heaven? 
Measuring tape at the ready – here is our
quick 4 step process to make sure.

A: Total Sofa Height

STEP 01: TAKE MEASUREMENTS
The important dimensions to note are the height, width and length

of your sofa. 
You can find all the measurements on the product page.

STEP 02: A TIGHT SQUEEZE
If it won’t slide through hallways, door frames or up and down stairs

without damaging your home, your sofa will have nowhere to go!
Measure the narrowest gaps and any obstacles before hitting ‘buy’.

STEP 03: SHAPE UP
Mark out the sofa’s size in the room you want it to go

using masking tape or sheets of newspaper.
Position to get a feel for how it will sit in the room.

STEP 04: SPACE TO BREATH
Make sure you can easily move around the sofa and
that it’ll work with the other furniture in the room.

Be cautious of low ceilings, banisters, skirting boards, tight corners and
the like that might halt your progress.
Does the door position allow you enough room? Too near a wall and you
might not be able to PIVOT! 
If it has to go in a lift, be sure to measure that up too, paying particular
attention to the height.
Sofa beds need about 240cm to fully extend, more if you’re planning on
walking around the foot of the bed. 
Recliners extend to approx 150-180cm to give you the optimal relaxation
angle.
Most of our sofas come fully assembled with some exceptions. 
To find out how your sofa will be delivered contact us at
enquiries@adamfromhome.co.uk where we will be happy to provide any
information and additional measurements that you require.

GOOD TO KNOW
Our trusted  suppliers have over 3o years of experience and really know
their stuff, but unfortunately they can’t remove any windows/doors etc
that might get in the way.
If they can’t get your piece in, your order will be cancelled – at a cost of
£50 – and we’ll refund the cost of your sofa. 
When placing your furniture in your room of choice, the delivery team
will not be able to move around or remove any furniture for you.

DELIVERY


